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With the introduction of the microgroove
LP (Long Play) in 1948, engineers have
ever since strived to refine and evolve the
art of vinyl replay.

Edwards Audio has likewise evolved, but
one constant has remained: its reputation
for excellence in musicality and
performance.

Resoundingly British by design, Edwards
Audio products are made by musicians
for the enjoyment of all.

‘Listen and believe’ to embark on a new
musical journey with Edwards Audio.
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The Edwards Audio Apprentice TT is our entry level
turntable. It has an on-trend aesthetic design and
combines advances in material technology which
have been taken from the development of our TT4
turntable.

As with the TT4 turntable, the Apprentice TT
features our constrained layer damping technology
- a technology that is typically associated with the
aerospace industry to dissipate fractional vibrations
and noise.

This innovation has been harnessed in the design of
the Apprentice TT turntable and as such, delivers
resounding performance that exceeds expectation
for a turntable at this price point.

The Apprentice TT turntable also features our in-
house designed TALK captive uni-pivot A1
tonearm. This has a 10mm aluminium arm tube
and a 105 gram stainless steel counterweight.

Supplied with a fitted Edwards Audio C50
cartridge and a clear Z-Type Dust Cover, the
Apprentice TT turntable is available in the
following colours: Black, White, Red and Grey.
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Apprentice TT
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The Edwards Audio Apprentice TT turntable is
supplied with a Z-Type Dust Cover in a clear finish.

This is in a move away from the traditional style
turntable lid as these are known to increase the
likelihood of acoustic feedback.
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Z-Type Dust Cover



Listen & Believe
© TALK Electronics Ltd
Unit 7 Stroude Farm
Stroude Road
Virginia Water
Surrey GU25 4BY
United Kingdom

Telephone

+44 (0) 1344 844 204

E-mail

info@talkelectronics.com

Technical Information
Apprentice TT

Speed 33.3 rpm / 45 rpm +/- 3%

Frequency 50Hz or 60Hz (dependant on supply)

Colour Black, White, Red, Grey

Gross dimensions (W x H x L) 500mm x 230mm x 400mm

Net dimensions (W x H x L) 390mm x 125mm x 390mm

Weight (gross / net) 5.6kg / 3.4kg

Power consumption (max) 2.5W


